VII. APPENDICES
A. New Books on Ecogrief/Ecoanxiety (annotated) and Other
Resources
Recent Books on Coping with Ecogrief and Ecoanxiety (annotated)
Davenport, Leslie. 2017. Emotional Resiliency in Era of Climate Change: a Clinician’s Guide.
London and Philadelphia: Jessica Kingsley Publishers.
Although the environmental and physical effects of climate change have long been
recognised, little attention has been given to the profound negative impact on mental
health. The author presents comprehensive theory, strategies and resources for addressing
key clinical themes specific to the psychological impact of climate change.
She explores the psychological underpinnings that have contributed to the current global
crisis, and offers robust therapeutic interventions for dealing with anxiety, stress,
depression, trauma and other clinical mental health conditions resulting from
environmental damage and disaster. She emphasizes the importance of developing
resilience and shows how to utilise the many benefits of guided imagery and mindful
presence techniques, and carry out interventions that draw on expert research into
ecopsychology, wisdom traditions, earth-based indigenous practices and positive
psychology. The strategies in this book will cultivate transformative, person-centred ways of
being, resulting in regenerative lifestyles that benefit both the individual and the planet.

Ford, Bonita. 2020. Embers of Hope: Embracing Life in an Age of Ecological Destruction
and Climate Chaos. LivinghEARTH.
The sheer overwhelming nature of the ecological problem can cause many of us to shut
down and turn away, even as the most dedicated activists among us burn themselves out.
Yet rather than scold or use shock tactics to try to promote change, permaculture educator
and group facilitator Bonita Eloise Ford addresses the topic with gentleness,
encouragement, and practicality. Part memoir and part meditative workbook, Embers of
Hope invites us on a personal journey to better connect with ourselves and the living Earth,
offering perspective shifts that help us acknowledge our sorrow, ignite our hope, and
consider everyday acts to strengthen our communities. Together, we can nurture the small
forces that may radically transform our world.
Grose, Anouchka. 2020. A Guide to Eco-Anxiety: How to Protect the Planet and Your
Mental Health. London: Watkins Media.
This book outlines a manifesto for action, connection and hope. Showing how to harness
anxiety for positive action, the author explores the health impact of experiencing ecoanxiety, grief and trauma, and signposts recommended treatments and therapies. The most
powerful thing we can do to combat climate change is to talk about it and act collectively.

But despite it being an emergency, most people don't bring climate change into
conversation in everyday life. The book will cultivate a pragmatic form of hope by offering a
dynamic toolkit packed with practical ways to connect with community and systemic
support, self-care practices to ease the symptoms of anxiety, and strategies to spread
awareness and - crucially - bring about change.
Malcolm, Hannah. Expected December 2020. Words for a Dying World: Stories of Grief
and Courage from the Global Church. London: SCM Press.
How do we talk about climate grief in the church? And when we have found the words,
what do we do with that grief? There is a sudden and dramatic rise in people experiencing a
profound sense of anxiety in the face of our dying planet, and a consequent need for
churches to be better resourced pastorally and theologically to deal with this threat. The
book brings together voices from across the world - from the Pacific islands to the pipelines
of Canada, from farming communities in Namibia to activism in the UK. The author says
she… “wanted to help people to think about the ways that grief over the world isn’t about
death in abstraction… The ways that we grieve the world will be particular to the places we
come from…. So dialogue about those different experiences can make our understanding of
this kind of grief richer.”
Weber, Jack Adam. 2020. Climate Cure: Heal Yourself to Heal the Planet. Woodbury,
Minnesota: Llewellyn Books.
Transform your climate anxiety and heartache into potent forces for hope and regeneration.
This groundbreaking book shows you how to revitalize your life and the earth from the
inside out, inspiring you to embody the phrase "heal yourself, heal the planet." Jack Adam
Weber introduces you to the triangle of resilience relationships―with yourself, the natural
world, and your community. He proposes that the root cause of climate crisis is a
breakdown of these relationships and offers dozens of personalized self-care exercises to
help you become part of the solution. This unique book is a treasure trove of practical yet
innovative strategies that inspire you to take action in the spirit of interconnection and
sustainability.

Additional resources
Albrecht, Glenn. 2020. Negating solastalgia: an emotional revolution from the
Anthropocene to the Symbiocene. American Imago 77(1): 9-30. Project MUSE:
John Hopkins University Press.
Cunsolo, Ashlee, S. Harper, K. Minor, K. Hayes, K. Williams, and C. Howard. 2020. Ecological
grief and anxiety: the start of a healthy response to climate change? Comment in
The Lancet. https://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lanplh/PIIS25425196(20)30144-3.pdf
McLean, Josie. 2020. Big Little Shifts: A Practitioner’s Guide to Complexity for
Organisational Change and Adaptation. Adelaide: The Partnership. 158pp.
Miller, Willa. 2017. Five practices for working with the immense challenge of climate

change. One Earth Sangha. https://oneearthsangha.org/articles/five-practices/
?fbclid=IwAR34ndnuKehqsgs_R4y86EvweS_qLGUQN9hZYtDYSQ00PzwrFBl1trPDBls
Panu, Pihkala. 2020. Anxiety and the ecological crisis: an analysis of eco-anxiety and
climate anxiety. Sustainability 12, 7888836.
file:///C:/Users/kothba/Downloads/sustainability-12-07836-v2.pdf
Panu, Pihkala, with Karl Peters et al. 2018. Eco-anxiety, tragedy, and hope: psychological
and spiritual dimensions of climate change. Zygon: Journal of Religion and Science
53(2): 545-569.
Pierce, Jessica. 2019. Ecological mourning is a unique form of grief. Psychology Today.
March 16.
Rosenfeld, Jordan. 2016. Facing down "environmental grief": Is a traumatic sense of loss
freezing action against climate change? Scientific American. July 21.
Stewart, Alan E. 2018. Book review of Mourning Nature (Cunsolo et al.). Ethics and the
Environment 23 (1 Spring): 79-86.

B. The Authentic Hypocrisy of Grief (Amy Spark)

C. Open Sentences Exercise

Source: Work That Reconnects

Open Sentences is a guided exercise that can be done in groups or as a journalling activity.
(30 minutes)
Open Sentences is a structure for spontaneous expression. It helps people listen with rare
receptivity as well as speak their thoughts and feelings frankly. People sit in pairs, face to
face and close enough to attend to each other fully. They refrain from speaking until the
practice begins. One is Partner A, the other Partner B – this can be determined quickly by
asking them to tap each other on the knee; the one who tapped first is A. When guide
speaks each unfinished sentence, A repeats it, completes it in his own words, addressing
Partner B, and keeps on talking spontaneously for the time allotted. The partners can
switch roles after each open sentence or at the end of the series. The listening partner –
and this is to be emphasized – keeps silent, saying absolutely nothing and hearkening as
attentively and supportively as possible.
For the completion of each open sentence allow a couple of minutes or so. Give a brief
warning each time before it is time to move on, saying “take a minute to finish up,” or
“thank you.” A small bell can then bring people to silence, where they rest a few seconds
before the next open sentence.
Open Sentences on Gratitude
This is a highly pleasurable activity, and you may want to invent your own open sentences.
Or pick from these favorites of ours (#5 always comes last).
1. Some things I love about being alive in Earth are…
2. A place that was magical (or wonderful) to me as a child was….
3. A person who helped me believe in myself is or was….
4. Some things I enjoy doing and making are….
5. Some things I appreciate about myself are…
Here is an example of a group working through Open Sentences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUB-h9SlJs8
Credit: Werner Brandt 2017, Work That Reconnects, via Refugia Retreats.
https://workthatreconnects.org/resource/open-sentences/

D. Milling Exercise

Source: Pachamama Alliance

Milling Exercise is a way to put the group in touch with two ways of being in the modern
world – the emergent worldview of connectedness as it exists side by side with the all-toofamiliar story of separation and isolation. It is a silent exercise (until the reflection) that can

be run with 8 or more persons with enough space to walk around generally unimpeded. A
facilitator, who has practiced, reads the script.
Facilitator script (italics in parentheses are not to be read aloud; they are hints to help with
managing the exercise):
“I’m going to ask you, in a moment, to stand up and walk over to the empty space over
there, and just stand there, in no particular arrangement, a facing different directions. You
can leave your belongings on your chairs. Okay, please quietly go stand over there. Thank
you.
Please close your eyes, breathe deeply, and find a quiet, receptive space inside you. See if
you can allow your mind to be calm and centered. (Pause for a moment. If necessary,
remind them it is a silent exercise throughout.)
Now, please imagine that you are in the city centre of Adelaide, on a very short lunch break.
(Pause for a moment)
Slowly open your eyes, and begin walking in a kind of rushed pace that you might actually
use – but not too wild – because you are in a hurry to get somewhere during your short
break. You do not see the other people around you, or look at them, except as barriers to
get accomplished what you need to get done today. You have important things to do back
at your work place – there is probably no way that you can get it all done today. In fact,
there’s a chance it might all fall apart. (If they are waking too fast, you may have to tell
them to keep it safe and real, walking only as fast as they would in real life. If necessary,
remind them it is a silent exercise throughout.)
Let yourself really feel in your body all that you are feeling right now – whatever that may
be. (Let this go on for enough time to let them really sink into it, get it in their bodies in a
significant way – intuit what the right time is. But don’t rush it. This is essential to build
energy for what follows – you will have a tendency to end it too soon, because it is a little
uncomfortable for you too).
And now, you will find yourself in front of someone. (Wait a moment for them to find their
partner.) Stop there. Hold up your hand if you don’t have a partner. (Match up any solos,
and have assistants ready to move in to pair any unpaired persons).
Standing there before this person let yourself register their presence. Make eye contact.
Here is someone alive on planet Earth at just this same moment, born into the same period
of crisis, confusion and speed. But they’re not speeding right now. (Pause). They’re right
here. (Pause). And they have chosen to be here. There were plenty of other things they
could have done today/tonight. But they have chosen to be here with us, to confront our
current situation together. (Pause) Feel your gladness that they made that choice (Pause to
let them do this) and express it nonverbally in any way that feels right to both of you. (Allow
time).
Now start milling around again, but slowly. (Pause)
Again, find yourself in front of someone and stop. Hold up your hand if you don’t have a
partner. Look at them [and if you mutually agree, hold each other’s hand].

Behold this sister/brother being. (Pause) You are looking into the face of someone who
deeply feels what is truly going on in our world – like you, they understand the full situation
facing the Earth and the human species and other living creatures at this time… the changes
in the environment, the rampant social injustice, and the disconnection among and within
people. (Pause) Yet they have not closed their eyes, they have not turned away. This is
someone, who like you, is choosing to love the gift of being alive in this time, with all its
changes.
Allow yourself to experience what it feels like that you are not alone. (Pause)
Find some way to silently let them know how grateful you are that they are here. Thank
you.”
After the Milling Exercise, typically there is some sort of reflective process. The final pairs
could sit down together and share their feelings and reactions. Alternatively there could be
a group share around the general question ‘Would anyone like to share something about
what they experienced?’
To end the session, here are some optional closing words. “Now, look at each other one
more time. There is another thing to see in this/these face/faces. Allow your awareness to
open up to the very real possibility that this person is and may yet pay a role in the healing
of our world, that they are at the right place, at just the right moment, with just the right
gifts, resources, and motivation. Allow that possibility, with all that it means for you – and
for them – to enter your consciousness and your heart. You may want to find some
appropriate way to let them know how you feel about it.”
Credit: Pachamama Alliance, Awakening the Dreamer Symposium Presenters Manual
(version 3), 2014

E. Pachamama Alliance Visioning Exercise
Longer version presented here

Credit: Pachamama Alliance, Awakening the Dreamer Symposium Presenters Manual
(version 3), 2014, pages 38-39.

F. Cairn Of Mourning Exercise

Source: Work That Reconnects

Cairn of Mourning (30 minutes) is a ceremonial exercise for personal and communal
mourning (30 min). This ritual practice allows people to express more personally their grief
for what is happening to the world. In knowing the depth of this sorrow, they can know the
depth of their belonging, from which comes the power to endure hardship and to act for the
well-being of all.
The Cairn of Mourning is often done out of doors, though the process can be held inside as
well. Invite people to wander outside, alone, calling to mind a particular part of their
world,a place or being precious to them that is lost now or disappearing from their
life. They find an object–say, a rock, a cluster of leaves, a stick– to symbolize what they
mourn, and bring it with them when they rejoin the group..
When all are seated in a circle, the simple ritual begins. One by one, at random, people
arise, walk to the center and place their object. As they do, they speak. They describe the
loss that the object represents—family farm, paved over creek, neighborhood store —and
their feelings about it; then they formally saying good-bye to it. As each offering is made and
the objects pile up to form a heap or “cairn,” all in the circle serve as witnesses and
acknowledge the speaker by saying, “We hear you.”
The ritual can end with people sitting in twos or threes to express more fully the grief they
felt as objects were added to the cairn. Or it can close with people holding hands as they
sound together.
Variation When natural objects cannot be collected to represent the losses, such as when
working indoors, use squares of paper instead. Let people take three or four squares on
which they can write words or draw images to represent the losses they would honor. Place
an open basket in the center of the circle. People bring one square at a time to the basket,
describing the loss it represents—blue sky, a beloved tree, bird song. This method allows
for a variety of creative expression, some people writing short poems, some drawing
pictures.
Credit: Credit: Werner Brandt 2017, Work That Reconnects, via Refugia Retreats.
https://workthatreconnects.org/resource/cairn-of-mourning/

G.

John Seed universe and awe exercise

At Adelaide workshop several years ago, John had us ‘map’ our solar system on the beach in
order to reflect on distance in our solar system. It is useful for invoking awe, and putting
things in perspective. An object representing the correct planet size was placed at
appropriate relevant distances from the sun. We walked quite far down the beach for the
last planets. Did online search and exercise doesn’t seem to be online. Have emailed John
to see if he can share a writeup of the exercise.

H. Breathing Through Exercise

Source: Work That Reconnects

Breathing Through is a guided exercise that has been adapted from Buddhist
meditation. It can be used to practice openness and compassion.
Basic to most spiritual traditions is the recognition that we are not separate, isolated entities,
but integral and organic parts of the vast web of life. We can open to the pain of the world in
confidence that it can neither shatter nor isolate us, for we are not objects that can break. We
are resilient patterns within a vaster web of knowing.
Because we have been conditioned to view ourselves as separate, competitive and thus fragile
entities, we need to relearn this kind of resilience. One way is to practice simple openness, as
in the exercise of “breathing through,” adapted from an ancient Buddhist meditation for
developing compassion. Italics indicate the text to be read outloud.
Closing your eyes, focus attention on your breathing. Don’t try to breathe any special way,
slow or long. Just watch the breathing as it happens, in and out. Note the accompanying
sensations at the nostrils or upper lip, in the chest or abdomen. Stay passive and alert, like a
cat by a mouse hole…
As you watch the breath, note that it happens by itself, without your will, without your
deciding each time to inhale or exhale… It’s as though you’re being breathed– being
breathed by life… Just as everyone in this room, in this city, in this planet now, is being
breathed by life, sustained in a vast living breathing web…
Now visualize your breath as a stream or ribbon of air. See it flow up through your nose,
down through your windpipe and into your lungs. Now from your lungs, take it through your
heart. Picture it flowing through your heart and out to reconnect with the larger web of
life. Let the breath-stream, as it passes through you and through your heart appear as one
loop within that vast web, connecting you with it…
Now open your awareness to the suffering that is present in the world. Drop for now all
defenses and open to your knowledge of that suffering. Let it come as concretely as you
can… images of your fellow beings in pain and need, in fear and isolation, in prisons,
hospitals, tenements, refugee camps… no need to strain for these images; they are present to
you by virtue of our interbeing. Relax and just let them surface… the vast and countless
hardships of our fellow humans, and of our animal brothers and sisters as well, as they swim
the seas and fly the air of this planet…
Now breathe in the pain like granules on the stream of air, up through your nose, down
through your trachea, lungs, and heart, and out again into the world net… You are asked to
do nothing for now, but let it pass through your heart… Be sure that stream flows through
and out again; don’t hang on to the pain… Surrender it for now to the healing resources of
life’s vast web…

With Shantideva, the Buddhist saint, we can say, “Let all sorrows ripen in me.” We help
them ripen by passing them through our hearts… making good rich compost out of all that
grief… so we can learn from it, enhancing our larger, collective knowing…
If no images or feelings arise and there is only blankness, gray and numb, breathe that
through also. The numbness itself is a very real part of our world…
And if what surfaces is not the pain of other beings so much as your own personal suffering,
breathe that through, too. Your own anguish is an integral part of the grief of our world, and
arises with it…
Should you feel an ache in the chest, a pressure in the rib cage, as if the heart would break,
that is all right. Your heart is not an object that can break… But if it were, they say the heart
that breaks open can hold the whole universe. Your heart is that large. Trust it. Keep
breathing…
Breathing through, once we learn it, becomes useful in daily life in the many situations that
confront us with painful information. By breathing through the bad news, rather than bracing
ourselves against it, we can let it strengthen our sense of belonging in the larger web of
being. It helps us remain alert and open, whether reading the news, receiving criticism, or
simply being present to a person who is suffering.
For activists and those dealing most directly with the problems of our time, the practice helps
prevent burnout. It reminds us that both our pain and our power arise from our
interconnectness, and offers a healing measure of humility. For when we accept our world’s
pain as the price of our caring, it naturally flows into action, without drama or selfrighteousness.
Credit: Werner Brandt 2017, Work That Reconnects, via Refugia Retreats.
https://workthatreconnects.org/resource/breathing-through-2/

I.

‘Sand Talk’ Meditation

Source: Tyson Yunkaporta, 2019

J. Pat McCabe meditation/reflection

Source: Facebook page

Pat McCabe (Woman Stands Shining), a member of the Dine (Navajo) Nation, is a mother,
writer, artist, activist, speaker and cultural liaison.
Navigating volcanic grief eruptions
I have true willingness to step into the tsunami, to allow my body to release its miraculous
feeling response to both the Beauty and the madness of being Human here now.
I am participating now. My Spiritual body is strong, my experience tells me this is Freedom.
Part of the process is fully letting in, acknowledging, eyes and heart wide open, the
intentional harm inflicted on me from others when I was too young to understand that it
was violation.
No blaming, no shaming, but deep raw allowing of the truth of the facts.
With this release, the story I created to make sense of it all is dissolving. A new story is
gathering, a liminal mist, all around me.
I am in-between, with the waves of emotion rising and falling, crashing through every false
dam… too small… too shortsighted… too personalized.
I have to believe out Earth also goes through such processes. I am her and she is me.
Rolling on the ocean of evolution with my Mother Earth.

Credit: Pat McCabe, Facebook post, January 31 2020
https://www.facebook.com/womanstandsshining

